MODEL R1®

FIXED PIPE RAMS

DESIGN/APPLICATION:
• Designed and intended for Drilling Production and Well Control operations.
• May be used in mud, gas, oil and sour gas service

KEY FEATURES:
• Easily recognizable based on the popular design by Cameron.
• Designed for our Model R1 Ram BOP
• 100% interchangeable with Cameron Type U and UM Ram Blocks
• Top seals and packers easy to service and replace in the field
• Top seals and packers usually in stock at our facility, and readily available from multiple aftermarket vendors

SPECS:
• Working pressure(s): 3,000 PSI, 5,000 PSI, 10,000 PSI, 15,000 PSI
• Bore Size: Blind (CSO), and all standard pipe and casing sizes
• API 16A 4th Ed. T75/250 classification
• Elastomers available for high temperature, or standard 40°F - 180°F
• Monogrammable to API 16A

A Model R1 ram block set is depicted in the above rendering without top seals or packers. Customers have the choice of API conforming elastomers or Aftermarket elastomers. Ask your sales representative for more information.